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Abstract The morphology and roughness of zinc elec-

trodeposits produced on an aluminum cathode from an

industrial acid sulfate electrolyte have been characterized

with scanning electron microscopy (SEM), atomic force

microscopy (AFM), and scaling analysis. SEM and AFM

images provided a topographical view of the deposit, while

scaling analysis was used to determine the mechanism of

surface growth and to quantify surface characteristics

including the root-mean-squared (rms) roughness and

periodicity. For an electrolyte with a fixed composition of

additives, both the rms roughness and the width of the

surface features increased with deposition time and the

mechanism of surface growth was dominated by surface

diffusion. However, when the deposition time was fixed but

the concentration of glue in the electrolyte was increased

between 3 and 60 mg L-1, a marked change in the depo-

sition mechanism was observed. Here, small elevations in

glue had minimal influence on the rms roughness but

reduced the width of surface features thereby producing

rougher deposits. At glue concentrations above 30 mg L-1,

the scaling analysis plot changed considerably and corre-

sponded to samples with two distinct deposit morphologies

on a single surface, an observation that was not apparent

from the SEM images alone. The features include large

zinc islands with numerous small zinc features on their

surfaces, which indicate competing mechanisms of nucle-

ation and surface diffusion, respectively. The results show

that scaling analysis offers complementary information to

SEM characterization and can render additional informa-

tion on the mechanism of zinc deposition under industrial

conditions.
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1 Introduction

The electrowinning of zinc onto a cathode material is a

critical stage of industrial zinc production and it is desir-

able for this process to occur at high current densities while

rendering level and uniform zinc deposits [1] that can be

easily stripped from the cathode substrate [2]. In practice,

zinc can be electrodeposited from different electrolytes

(industrial and non-industrial) and onto a variety of cath-

odes [3–8] and the characteristics of deposition can be

influenced by factors including electrolyte concentration
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and composition [9–21], electrolyte impurities [22–25],

current density and temperature [26, 27], as well as pH

[28]. These factors may affect the morphology and

roughness of a zinc deposit and are important considera-

tions for the operating practices of a zinc production plant.

During industrial electrowinning of zinc, the deposition

occurs onto an aluminum cathode at high current densities

(*470 A m-2) from an acidic zinc sulfate solution that is

modified to contain a host of additives [29]. For instance,

the electrolyte may contain additives including licorice (an

acid mist suppressor), strontium carbonate (to remove

solubilized lead), antimony and sodium silicate (to refine

grain size), as well as glue (a leveling agent) [29]. As such,

the composition of an industrial zinc electrolyte may be

complex and maintaining a uniform electrolyte throughout

the tankhouse is an important component in producing

uniform zinc deposits. Even with the inclusion of additives,

a zinc deposit may still grow unevenly and make contact

with the anode in the electrochemical cell. These events,

although minimized by the action of the additives, result in

production losses within the plant and short-circuits remain

a problem during industrial zinc deposition. In this regard,

the morphology and growth characteristics of zinc deposits

produced in an industrial setting require further study.

There are numerous studies that have characterized a

wide range of zinc deposits using high-resolution surface

probes. For example, zinc deposits produced on various

substrates and from different electrolytes have been widely

characterized with SEM [2, 7, 8, 10, 15, 16, 18, 19, 21, 22,

24, 26, 30–34] to gain insight into the morphological

structure of surfaces under different deposition parameters.

Zinc deposits have also been studied with 3-dimensional

techniques such as AFM [4, 13, 33–35] which not only

offer a topographical view of the surface but can also be

used to quantify roughness properties such as the rms

variation of surface heights. While this parameter is useful

in quantifying roughness, the rms value only describes

variations in the vertical direction of the surface and does

not completely describe the overall roughness characteris-

tics. The periodicity of surface features (or corrugation)

should also be considered. With these two parameters one

can determine the aspect ratio of surface features and

therefore quantify the general roughness properties more

accurately. In fact, the surface with the higher aspect ratio

for a given rms roughness should be considered the rougher

sample [36]. The corrugation of a surface may be obtained

through cross-sectional analysis of a 3-dimensional image

but this approach only analyses a portion of the image. A

method that samples the entire surface is beneficial and

may be achieved through the mathematical approach of

scaling analysis, which can extract surface growth param-

eters including the limiting roughness (d) and periodicity

(LC, critical length) which are related to the aspect ratio

through d/LC [37]. Moreover, scaling analysis can also be

used to extract the mechanism of surface growth, allowing

one to determine the dominant roughening/smoothing

processes [36, 37].

Scaling analysis has been applied to study the surface

characteristics of electrodeposited copper [37–39] and

some studies have also been performed on zinc. For

example, scaling analysis has been used to characterize a

Ni–Zn binary alloy electrodeposit [40] or a pure zinc

deposit on a copper cathode [41]; yet the application of

scaling theory to characterize pure zinc deposits on an

aluminum cathode from an industrial acidic electrolyte has

been understudied. In fact, the majority of high-resolution

probe studies on industrially produced zinc deposits have

focussed on SEM characterization [1, 30, 31]. These

studies, among others, have shown that zinc generally

deposits onto the aluminum cathode in platelets with a

characteristic orientation and crystal geometry that is

dependent on the current efficiency and electrolyte purity

[22]. While many important aspects of industrial zinc

deposits have been previously described, scaling theory

may add further quantification of these important surfaces

and give insight into the deposition mechanisms. In this

paper, AFM and scaling analysis are used to characterize

zinc deposits produced on an aluminum cathode from an

industrial electrolyte with a composition similar to that

used in a zinc electrowinning plant. The approach is similar

to previous studies that have used SEM to characterize the

influence of both deposition time and additions of glue on

the structure and morphology of industrial zinc deposits on

aluminum cathodes [1, 30, 31]. The influence of glue and

deposition time on industrial zinc deposition are further

characterized in this report by making use of scaling

analysis to quantify the surface growth characteristics.

2 Experimental

2.1 Electrolyte

The electrolyte was prepared using a purified neutral zinc

solution containing 168 g L-1 zinc and was provided by

Teck. A typical composition of this neutral feed can be

found in a recently published survey of plant operating data

[29]. The neutral feed was adjusted with H2SO4 (Sigma-

Aldrich, 98 %) and ultrapure water (Milli-Q, Synergy UV,

18.2 MX cm) to achieve a concentration of 160 g L-1

H2SO4 and 60 g L-1 Zn. This solution was further adjusted

to contain 9 mg L-1 of licorice (supplied by Teck) and

2.7 mg L-1 of sodium silicate (Sigma-Aldrich). In this

paper, an electrolyte with the above composition is referred

to as the standard electrolyte which was further modified

with various levels of glue (supplied by Teck) as reported
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in the body of the paper. The glue additions were at 3, 7.5,

15, 22.5, 30, 37.5, and 60 mg L-1. The electrolytes were

prepared fresh for each trial to avoid degradation of the

additives. Furthermore, the electrolyte was always pre-

pared using analytical glassware that was first cleaned in a

heated acid bath mixture composed of 50:50 (v:v) con-

centrated sulfuric and nitric acid. After cleaning, the

glassware was thoroughly rinsed with ultrapure water

before solutions were prepared.

2.2 Electrochemical procedure

All zinc deposits were produced at room temperature in an

electrochemical cell containing an aluminum cathode

(provided by Teck) and a platinum anode (Alfa Aesar,

1 mm diam. 99.99 %). Although the anode used in the

industrial setting is typically a lead-silver anode, a plat-

inum electrode was used to avoid lead contamination in the

electrolyte in a manner similar to that previously reported

[30]. The aluminum cathode was cut into a 1 cm 9 1 cm

square and a steel wire was pressed against the back of the

sample to make electrical contact. Both the aluminum and

steel wire were fully encased in an epoxy (LECO—Resin

epoxy and hardener) and only the front face of the alu-

minum cathode was exposed by sanding with 180, 280,

400, and 600 grit sandpaper after the epoxy had cured. The

aluminum surface was further polished to a mirror finish

with 6, 3, and 1 lm of water-based diamond suspensions

(BUEHLER). This procedure resulted in the cathode hav-

ing a uniform polished surface with a known geometric

area of 1 cm2. The aluminum sample was polished with the

1 lm diamond suspension after each electrodeposit was

peeled from the substrate. The anode was fashioned by

shaping a 5 cm length of the platinum wire into a loop to

create a geometric area of 1.6 cm2. This area was chosen

because it provides a cathode/anode area ratio that is

similar to what can be achieved in the AFM electrochem-

ical cell. Although no in situ AFM studies are discussed in

this report, the cathode/anode area was maintained for

comparison with potential in situ studies in the future.

To perform electrodeposition, the two electrodes were

positioned at a distance of 0.5 cm from each other and

were simultaneously placed in the cell containing the

freshly prepared electrolyte. Zinc was deposited by main-

taining a cathodic current density of 44 mA cm-2 using a

potentiostat (Pine model AFRDE5 Bi-Potentiostat) oper-

ating in galvanostatic mode and the current was controlled

by in-house software written in LabVIEW. Electrodeposi-

tion was performed over 10, 30, 50, 70, or 90 min at which

point the electrodes were immediately removed from the

cell and rinsed in ultrapure water to avoid dissolution of the

zinc deposit back into the acidic electrolyte. The zinc

sample was then peeled off the cathode using tweezers and

placed on a Kimwipe� to dry. A total of 3 samples were

independently produced for each deposition time and/or

electrolyte composition and the electrolyte was routinely

prepared for each. These samples represent 3 independent

trials for each deposition condition. Once the samples were

dry, they were weighed and mounted on a sample holder

for either SEM or AFM imaging.

2.3 SEM imaging

All SEM images were acquired using a JEOL 6400 scan-

ning electron microscope. The instrument was operated at

an accelerating voltage of 20 kV and a beam current of 1

nA and the vacuum chamber was maintained at approxi-

mately 10-6 mbar. The samples received no surface

cleaning or additional treatment before SEM imaging.

2.4 AFM imaging

AFM images were acquired on a Bruker Instruments

Nanoscope 3D Multimode Atomic Force Microscope

operating in tapping mode. The cantilever probe (Bruker

Probes, TESPA) had a nominal frequency of 320 kHz and

a force constant of 42 N m-1. Each image was acquired

with a size of 100 lm 9 100 lm and a resolution of

0.1953 lm/pixel. The image scan frequency was between

0.3 and 0.5 Hz and the offline plane fit was engaged. Every

sample was imaged at 3 different and random positions on

the surface. These three images represent triplicate analysis

for one deposit condition. Given that there were 3 trials for

each deposit, this results in a total of 9 AFM images per

deposit condition. To improve the visual representation of

the AFM images in this paper, the files were sometimes

cropped or contrast-enhanced using Bruker Nanoscope

software. However, scaling analysis was only performed on

the raw AFM images that received no additional processing

after their acquisition. To perform scaling analysis, the

surface heights of the raw AFM image were exported as

ASCII files using the Nanoscope software. The ACSII files

were imported into a MATLAB program and used to cal-

culate the scaling analysis as described in the next section.

2.5 Scaling analysis

In scaling analysis, the rms roughness (n) of a surface is

calculated over different scale lengths (L) of the image.

This is accomplished using the following equation [36, 37,

42, 43]:

n L; tð Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

h H r; tð Þ � hH r; tð Þi½ �2i
q

: ð1Þ

Here t represents time, H represents height, and\[ is the

spatial average over a position r on the surface. This
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equation was applied to the AFM data using a MATLAB

algorithm that was written in-house. Briefly, the rms value

was calculated within all possible 2 9 2 pixel arrays in the

raw image and their average represents the rms roughness

(n) at a defined scaling length. For our images, a 2 9 2

pixel array corresponds to a scaling length of L = 390 nm.

The calculation was then repeated for all possible 3 9 3

pixel arrays in the image (L = 586 nm) and the data were

again averaged to provide a new n at the larger scaling

length. This process was repeated with increasing pixel

array sizes until the maximum scaling length (i.e., the total

image size) was achieved. In this study, the size of the pixel

array was increased by a value of 1 for the first 10 calcu-

lations of n and then by a value of 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32 for

each subsequent cluster of 10 n calculations. The data are

viewed by plotting log n versus log L and various param-

eters are extracted from these plots as described in the

results and discussion section.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Comparison of zinc structures using AFM

and SEM

The typical structure of a zinc electrodeposit is presented in

Fig. 1 and the images were acquired from (a) SEM,

(b) AFM top view, and (c) AFM 3D view. The zinc sample

presented in Fig. 1 was produced from a 30-min deposit

using the standard electrolyte containing 3 mg L-1 of glue.

In the SEM image (Fig. 1a), the deposit takes the mor-

phology of zinc platelets that are characteristic of samples

produced from this type of industrial electrolyte containing

a low concentration of glue [22] and confirms that zinc

deposits produced in this study match the structure of those

prepared under similar conditions. Furthermore, the SEM

image can be directly compared with the AFM image

shown in Fig. 1b. This image was taken from the same

sample but over a different region of the surface. On

comparison, it is apparent that the general size, shape, and

distribution of the surface features are similar between the

two imaging methods showing that the tip probe of the

AFM does not induce artifacts or distort the zinc surface

characteristics. This ensures that the AFM image is an

accurate representation of the zinc surface and therefore

offers reliable height information. As shown in the color

bar of Fig. 1b, the variations in surface heights can range

from a few to several micrometers. This is further visual-

ized in Fig. 1c which is a 3-dimensional representation of

the sample. This 3D image shows numerous features on the

surface with a distribution of both surface heights and

corrugation. Analysis of the AFM image may then be used

to accurately quantify the surface roughness characteristics

and is demonstrated with the application of scaling

analysis.

3.2 Scaling analysis of zinc deposits produced

at different deposition times

To demonstrate the application of scaling analysis, a series

of zinc deposits were produced at deposition times of 10,

30, 50, 70, and 90 min from the standard electrolyte con-

taining 30 mg L-1 of glue. The results for the 10- and

90-min deposits are presented in Fig. 2a, and the error bars

represent the standard deviation of 3 independent trials

(NB: the data for each trial are an average from the trip-

licate analysis discussed in Sect. 2.4). Scaling analysis was

also conducted on the 30-, 50-, and 70-min deposits and

show similar trends; however, they were excluded from

Fig. 2a for image clarity.

Fig. 1 a SEM, b AFM (top view) and c AFM (3D view) images of a

zinc deposit produced on an aluminum cathode after 30 min of

deposition at a current density of 44 mA cm-2. This deposit was

prepared from the standard electrolyte containing 3 mg L-1 of glue.

All images were cropped to a scale of 75 lm in width and height for

direct comparison
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Both trends shown in Fig. 2a match the general char-

acteristics predicted by scaling theory and show features

that are consistent with the scaling analysis of other metal

deposits [36, 37, 39, 41]. For instance, at low values of L,

scaling theory predicts [36]

n / La for L � LC; ð2Þ

where LC represents a critical length. Over these small

scaling lengths, a plot of log n versus log L shows a linear

trend with a slope that corresponds to the static (or spatial)

exponent (a) which can be used to make a statement about

a growth mechanism [36, 37, 39, 41]. Typically, the growth

of an electrodeposit can be viewed as a balance between

stochastic roughening and a smoothing mechanism. The

static exponent can be used in the relation n = 2(a ? 1)

[36] and a value of n = 4 indicates that deposition is

controlled by surface diffusion but n = 3 indicates that

smoothing is controlled by volume or bulk diffusion. Sur-

faces that are uniformly self-similar are characterized by a

value of a = 1, whereas self-affine surfaces have static

exponents that typically range between 0 and 1. Since the

static exponent should be independent of electrodeposition

time [36, 37], it was extracted by globally fitting a straight

line to the first 7 data points of all scaling analysis plots

(i.e., globally for the 10, 30, 50, 70, and 90 min. datasets).

This fitting rendered the straight line in Fig. 2a and a value

of a = 0.85, which gives n = 3.7. This shows that zinc

deposited onto aluminum from the standard electrolyte

containing 30 mg L-1 of glue produces a self-affine sur-

face and that the growth is controlled by surface diffusion.

However, it is emphasized that this deposit was produced

over 30 min of deposition in contrast to the industrial

practice that harvests zinc after 24 h [29]. In this regard,

the analysis of a zinc deposit produced from a longer

deposition time is desirable but the roughness of such a

surface would be outside the operating parameters of the

AFM. This limits the use of AFM in the analysis of longer

deposits; however, the temporal properties of the surfaces

can be predicted with scaling analysis if the dynamic

exponent (b) is known. This has been shown with indus-

trially relevant copper electrodeposits and the predicted

roughness shows a remarkable agreement with the value

measured using White Light Interference Microscopy [37].

The dynamic exponent can be extracted using a set of

scaling data at large L. As shown in Fig. 2a, the plot of log

n versus log L shows a plateau at large-scale lengths

because the roughness eventually becomes independent of

L. At this point, the surface has attained a characteristic

limiting roughness (n = d) which can be determined by

extrapolating the plateau to the y-axis. This is shown by the

two dashed lines in Fig. 2a and reveals that the limiting

roughness is a function of deposition time for which scal-

ing theory predicts [36]:

d / tb for L � LC: ð3Þ

The dynamic (or temporal) exponent (b) can be determined

from a separate plot of log d versus log t. This exponent

can be used in conjunction with a to determine the mech-

anism of growth but Eq. 3 can also be used to predict the

limiting roughness of a surface after a prolonged deposition

time.

Both of the static and dynamic exponents are important

parameters to describe the scaling characteristics of sur-

faces and they can be predicted with theory [36]. However,

the parameters d and LC, which describe the limiting

roughness and critical scaling length, are system depen-

dent. The limiting roughness has already been discussed

but the critical scaling length represents the point (or

length) at which the rms roughness achieves the limiting

value and may be regarded as the corrugation or periodicity

of the surface features. The critical point, LC, is extracted at

the intersection of the a-line and the d-line as shown by the

dotted trends in Fig. 2a. The 10-min deposit has a smaller

Fig. 2 A representation of a scaling analysis and b, c AFM images

independently obtained for zinc deposits produced on an aluminum

cathode after b 10 and c 90 min of deposition using a current density

of 44 mA cm-2. The deposits were produced from the standard

electrolyte containing 30 mg L-1 glue. In a the log n versus log L plot

shows where various scaling parameters can be extracted including

the static exponent (a), limiting roughness (d), and the critical scaling

length (LC). The error bars represent the standard deviation of 3

independent trials for each deposit time
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value of LC compared to the 90-min deposit. This indicates

that the width (or grain size) of the surface features are

increasing as the deposition of zinc continues with time.

This is visually apparent when looking at the AFM images

in Fig. 2b, c which represent zinc deposits produced sep-

arately at 10 and 90 min, respectively. After 10 min of

deposition, the AFM image is characterized by many fea-

tures that have a small width and they cover the surface

fairly uniformly. However, after 90 min of deposition, the

AFM image shows that the surface features have grown to

a significantly larger width. Scaling theory accounts for this

through the equation [36]:

LC / tb=a ð4Þ

which allows one to predict the periodicity of a deposit

produced over a longer deposition time.

In all, scaling analysis is not only useful in extracting the

static and dynamic exponents but it may also be used to

quantify and predict the surface characteristics such as

periodicity and limiting roughness of the industrially pro-

duced zinc deposits. This quantification is important

because visual inspection of zinc deposits or their images

alone may not accurately describe the relative changes of

roughness to periodicity. For instance, the time-dependent

variation in surface roughness and periodicity can be

visually observed by the set of AFM images presented in

Fig. 3. Each AFM image shown was obtained from an

independent sample produced at (a) 10, (b) 30, (c) 50,

(d) 70, and (e) 90 min of deposition from the standard

electrolyte containing 30 mg L-1 of glue. All of the axes

are held at a constant value so that the height and width of

surface features can be directly compared between each

image. The images were originally 100 lm in size but were

cropped to 50 lm to enhance subtle differences. On

inspection of Fig. 3, some trends can be observed. Firstly,

the rms roughness shows a general increase from image a)

to e) as the fluctuations in the surface heights become

larger with the increased deposition time. Also, there is a

general increase in the average width of the surface fea-

tures as the deposition time increases. As such, one would

expect increasing values of d and LC as a function of time.

However, the rate at which the surface roughness changes

relative to the periodicity is not apparent from visual

inspection alone. This relative change can be quantified by

analysis of d and LC as a function of time as shown in

Fig. 4.

The stack plot in Fig. 4 shows the average distributions

of (a) d, (b) LC, and (c) d/LC for all of the zinc deposits

produced as a function of time from the standard elec-

trolyte containing 30 mg L-1 of glue. The data were

extracted from the scaling analysis previously described in

Fig. 1a (which only presented the data for 10 and 90 min)

Fig. 3 AFM images produced after a 10, b 30, c 50, d 70, and

e 90 min of zinc deposition onto an aluminum cathode using a current

density of 44 mA cm-2. These deposits were independently produced

from the standard electrolyte that contained 30 mg L-1 of glue. The

images represent only one from each trial and were initially 100 lm
in length. Each image was subsequently cropped to show the visual

changes more clearly. The x- and y-axes are 50 lm in length for all

images but are presented only on (a) to reduce image clutter
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using a value of a = 0.85. The error bars in Fig. 4 repre-

sent the standard deviation of three independent trials for

each deposition time. In Fig. 4a, b, a clear increase in the

limiting roughness and critical length are observed. This is

in agreement with the visual inspection of the AFM images

presented in Fig. 3 although there is not a significant dif-

ference between the limiting roughness of the 70- and

90-min deposits. This could be related to the operating

limit of the AFM as some images produced at 90 min

would occasionally show features that were saturated in

height. Because of this limitation, deposition times longer

than 90 min were not studied. While there is also some

variability in the data at 50 min, there is clear separation in

the error bars between the 10- and 90-min datasets showing

that the increasing trend is statistically significant. There-

fore, it is concluded that both d and LC are increasing as a

function of deposition time. The limiting roughness data

presented in Fig. 4a were used with Eq. 3 to extract a

dynamic exponent of b = 0.31 and is again in support of a

smoothing mechanism dominated by surface diffusion

[36]. The dynamic exponent was also used in Eqs. 3 and 4

to predict the limiting roughness and periodicity of samples

produced after longer deposition times. The results predict

values of d * 4 lm and LC * 36 lm for zinc samples

produced on aluminum after 48 h of deposition from the

standard electrolyte containing 30 mg L-1 of glue.

The relative changes between d and LC are shown in

Fig. 4c. Here the ratio of d/LC shows an inverse relation-

ship with deposition time and suggests that the surface is

becoming smoother. This occurs because the width of

surface features are increasing at a more rapid rate than the

rms roughness and this anisotropic growth is a feature

expected for a self-affine surface [36]. From these com-

bined observations, it is concluded that the growth of these

industrially relevant zinc deposits is governed by a com-

petition between stochastic roughening and a smoothing

mechanism involving surface diffusion. However, it is

emphasized that these deposits were produced under

strictly controlled conditions using a polished aluminum

cathode, a platinum anode, an industrial acid zinc sulfate

solution containing 30 mg L-1 of glue and a current den-

sity of 44 mA cm-2 at room temperature. Variations in

these parameters could influence the features of deposition.

This was explored in a study where the deposition time was

held constant at 30 min but the composition of glue was

varied.

3.3 Influence of glue additions on the surface

characteristics of zinc deposits

In this section, scaling analysis was used to investigate the

influence of glue additions on the morphology of zinc

deposits. The influence of animal glue on the leveling of

electrowon copper [44] and other metals has been previ-

ously investigated [45] and a mechanism of smoothing has

been proposed. Animal glue is a protein colloid that is

positively charged and it is believed to adsorb to the neg-

atively charged protrusions on the surface because they

carry a locally high current density. Once adsorbed, the

insulating behavior of bone glue allows for metal deposi-

tion to occur in lower recesses of the surface which have

lower current densities. This action of smoothing is con-

sistent with the observations above that showed a surface

periodicity increasing faster than the surface limiting

roughness. This mechanism could have occurred due to the

presence of glue in the electrolyte at a concentration of

30 mg L-1. However, variations in the glue concentration

may show differences in the smoothing mechanism that

may be manifested by changes in the surface roughness

characteristics including the static exponent a. To explore

this possibility, a series of zinc deposits were produced

from the standard electrolyte but with variations in the

level of glue to 3, 7.5, 15, 22.5, 30, 37.5, and 60 mg L-1.

These deposits were created independently and in a random

order to avoid any systematic errors. For each deposit, the

current density was 44 mA cm-2 and only one deposition

time of 30 min was studied. Because the value of a may

change with glue concentration, the static exponent was not

determined from a global fit of the data for all glue

Fig. 4 Analysis of a d, b LC, and c d/LC for zinc deposits produced

over a range of deposition times. The electrolyte and deposition

conditions are the same as those described in Fig. 3. Each data point

was extracted from the log n versus log L plots of three independent

trials and the error bars represent the standard deviation of this

analysis
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concentrations. Rather, the value of a was determined for

each glue composition independently by fitting a straight

line to the first 7 data points of the log n versus log L plots

of the 3 trials for each glue level. A portion of the results

are presented in Fig. 5 which compares the scaling analysis

and AFM/SEM images for selected deposit conditions.

Figure 5a shows the AFM image (left), SEM image

(right), and scaling analysis (bottom) obtained for a deposit

prepared from the standard electrolyte containing

7.5 mg L-1 of glue. The AFM and SEM images show

features that are comparable to each other and are com-

posed of zinc deposits arranged in platelets across the

surface. These general observations are consistent with the

data presented in Fig. 1 and the general features of the

scaling analysis are consistent with that previously

described in Fig. 2a (although the values of d and LC are

different as further described Fig. 6). In Fig. 5b, the con-

centration of glue was elevated to 22.5 mg L-1 and some

subtle differences are noticed. For instance, the AFM and

SEM images are again comparable to each other in that

they both reveal the typical zinc platelet structure. How-

ever, the size/width of the features has decreased when the

level of glue is elevated from 7.5 to 22.5 mg L-1. This is

visually noted when comparing the AFM and SEM images

in Fig. 5b with those in Fig. 5a. A similar comparison of

the respective scaling analysis plots shows that LC has

shifted to a lower value with the elevated glue concentra-

tion. This suggests that increasing levels of glue produce

smaller grains on the surface, at least for these 30-min

deposits. This reduction in grain size continues as more

glue is added to the electrolyte but at a critical point, the

surface begins to show more unique morphologies. This is

apparent in Fig. 5c which represents the data for a zinc

deposit produced from the standard electrolyte containing

37.5 mg L-1 of glue. Here the AFM image shows two

distinct deposit morphologies on a single surface. These

appear to be small zinc platelets on the surface of a larger

underlying zinc feature. This is an interesting observation

and is not as clearly represented in the SEM image alone.

While the small features can be observed in the SEM

image, the larger background features are only subtly noted

and appear as rolling hills or small waves in the back-

ground. Industrial zinc deposits produced on aluminum

cathodes and high glue concentrations (50 mg L-1) have

been previously characterized with SEM and the deposit

morphologies do show a general reduction in grain size

[30]. In these previous reports, the surface features are

comparable to the small features seen in the AFM and SEM

images presented in Fig. 5c. However, the larger underly-

ing features were not apparent in that previous study. Other

reports have described a vertical morphology of the zinc

platelets at high glue concentrations [1, 22], although the

latter reference used a Pb–Ag anode and the structure may

Fig. 5 Comparison of zinc deposits produced on an aluminum cathode

at 44 mA cm-2 from the standard electrolyte containing a 7.5, b 22.5,

and c 37.5 mgL-1 of glue. In each panel, theAFM image is presented at

the top left and the SEM image at the top right. Beneath these images are

the log n versus log L plots for each deposit condition. The error bars

represent the standard deviation of three trials
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be related to lead impurities in the electrolyte. As such, the

large underlying zinc features deserve further description,

especially since the samples with this structure produce

more distinct scaling features and a new type of growth

mechanism. The distinguishing feature of the scaling

analysis is the second linear region in the log n versus log

L plot at intermediate scaling lengths. At low L, the scaling

analysis plots shows the familiar linear region and, at a

characteristic crossover length (LC
0), a new linear region is

established with a new static exponent (a0). These scaling

features have been observed on different surfaces [40, 46,

47] and the origin of the crossover can be related to the size

and shape of different grains on the surface [46, 47]. By

treating LC
0 as the periodicity of the smaller features and

LC
00 as the periodicity of the larger features, the relative

grain sizes can be extracted. Moreover, by extracting the

different values of a and a0, new insight can be gained

about the deposition mechanism. This is most clearly

described by comparing the scaling parameters for the

whole range of glue concentrations studied and is described

in Fig. 6.

The stack plot in Fig. 6 shows the distribution of (a) d,
(b) LC, (c) d/LC, and (d) a for the 30-min zinc deposits

produced from the standard electrolyte containing a range

of glue concentrations. The data were extracted from

scaling analysis plots and again, the error bars represent the

standard deviation of three independent trials for each

deposit condition. The limiting roughness shown in Fig. 6a

has no clear trend within the set of glue concentrations

studied. In fact, all of the error bars in the dataset overlap to

some extent and indicate that the limiting roughness is not

changing significantly for these 30-min deposits as the

level of glue increases. However, there are clear changes in

the periodicity as shown in Fig. 6b. Here, the black squares

represent LC, while the gray and open squares represent LC
0

and LC
00, respectively. To show trends in the data more

clearly, the values of LC are expanded in the inset which

reveals a decreasing periodicity as the glue concentration is

elevated between 3 and 30 mg L-1. Although there is some

overlap in the error bars, there is a clear separation of data

between 3 and 30 mg L-1 indicating that the data points

are, in fact, significantly different. At glue concentrations

of 37.5 and 60 mg L-1, two zinc deposit morphologies are

manifested in the graph. These include the small features

characterized by LC
0 (gray) that continue to show a

decreasing trend, while the large features characterized by

LC
00 (open) show an increasing trend. These combined

results in Fig. 6b suggest that increasing the glue concen-

tration between 3 and 30 mg L-1 create smaller grains on

the surface and, after a critical concentration, these features

continue to grow as smaller grains but on top of much

larger surface features. Similar conclusions can be made

from the data in Fig. 6c when considering d/LC0 as a

function of glue concentration. At glue levels between 3

and 30 mg L-1, there is a general increase in the height-to-

width ratios and is most clearly observed in the inset. This

occurs because the limiting roughness remains relatively

constant, while the periodicity is decreasing. At glue con-

centrations of 37.5 and 60 mg L-1, the data are again

consistent with two distinct features on one surface. These

correspond to very small features with a large d/LC0 ratio
that have been deposited on the underlying features char-

acterized by a very small d/LC00 ratio. At first, these

observations may seem counterintuitive. In the previous

section, it was stated that glue may preferentially bind to

protrusions on the surface that have a higher current den-

sity and forces deposition to occur in the valleys. This

would result in an increasing grain size, which is in con-

trast with the current trends. However, the scaling analysis

of the time-dependent study revealed that the smoothing

mechanism was dominated by surface diffusion of zinc.

Fig. 6 Analysis of a d, b LC, c d/LC, and d a for zinc deposits

produced on an aluminum cathode at 44 mA cm-2 and one deposi-

tion time of 30 min. The standard electrolyte was used but contained

a range of glue concentrations as indicated on the x-axis. Each data

point was extracted from the log n versus log L plots of three

independent trials and the error bars represent the standard deviation

of this analysis. Data with a gray shading represent a parameter

designated with a prime and open symbols represent a parameter

designated with a double prime. In b and c, the inset represents an

expanded view of the data between 3 and 30 mg L-1 of glue
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Therefore, as the level of glue is increased, one must also

consider how the surface diffusion of zinc is affected. At

very high levels of glue, zinc may not be able to diffuse

across the surface to the same extent as at lower glue

levels. Thus, the dominant smoothing mechanism could be

hindered by excess levels of glue in the electrolyte. The

extent to which this happens may be revealed by studying

the values of a (black symbols) and a0 (gray symbols)

shown in Fig. 6d. The values of a show some fluctuations

near 0.8 as the glue concentration is increased and there-

fore n * 4 under all conditions. This shows that the small

features grow on the surface through a dominant mecha-

nism of surface diffusion. At glue concentrations of 37.5

and 60 mg L-1, the values of a0 are extracted as 0.43 and

0.5, respectively. These values of a0 describe the growth of

the larger features and correspond to n * 3. This could be

attributed to a growth mechanism associated with volume

or bulk diffusion but could also be described by non-

stochastic roughening by the creation of islands and/or

nucleation on the surface [36, 37]. Moreover, these results

are consistent with models that have included various grain

sizes and shapes that are similar to the ones observed in the

current study [46, 47], which further support the glue-in-

duced changes in surface growth. As a final comment, the

surfaces that contain both large and small zinc features

were brittle and thus became difficult to remove from the

aluminum surface without breaking.

4 Summary and conclusions

AFM, SEM, and scaling analysis were used to characterize

the surface characteristics of industrially relevant zinc

electrodeposits. In this study, the zinc deposits were pro-

duced on aluminum cathodes from an industrially relevant

acidic zinc sulfate electrolyte containing various additives,

including glue, and the current density was maintained at

44 mA cm-2. Scaling analysis of the AFM images was

used to determine the mechanism of surface growth and to

extract surface features, including limiting roughness and

periodicity (or grain size).

When the level of glue was maintained at 30 mg L-1 and

the deposition time ranged between 10 and 90 min, the results

show that growth is controlled by surface diffusion. Under

these conditions, both the grain size and the limiting roughness

of the surface were shown to increase as a function of depo-

sition time but the grain size increased at a faster rate. These

trends were used to predict the surface characteristics of zinc

deposits thatwould beproducedunder the sameconditionsbut

at a longer deposition time. The analysis predicts that zinc

samples produced after 48 h from these stated conditions will

have values of d * 4 lm and LC * 36 lm.

Further studies were performed on zinc deposits pro-

duced at a fixed deposition time of 30 min but from an

electrolyte that contained a range of glue concentrations.

The results show that small increments of glue (between 3

and 30 mg L-1) cause a decrease in the grain size and an

increase in the aspect ratio of surface features. However,

after a critical concentration of 30 mg L-1, the surface was

characterized by two deposit morphologies on a single

surface. These include large zinc deposits with smaller zinc

features on their surfaces. Surfaces with these deposit

morphologies were characterized with a unique scaling

analysis plot that showed two distinct static exponents, a
and a0. This was attributed to the competition of two

deposit mechanisms, including surface diffusion and the

formation of islands.

The combined results show how scaling analysis can be

used to quantify the surface characteristics of zinc elec-

trodeposits that are produced under industrially relevant

conditions.
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